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ABSTRACT

Task parallelism research has traditionally focused on optimizing computation-intensive applications. Due to the proliferation of commodity parallel processors, there has been recent interest in supporting interactive applications. Such interactive applications frequently rely on I/O operations that may incur significant latency. In order to increase performance, when a particular thread of control is blocked on an I/O operation, ideally we would like to hide this latency by using the processing resources to do other ready work instead of blocking or spin waiting on this I/O. There has been limited prior work on hiding this latency. As far as we are aware, only one prior work exists that provides a theoretical bound for interactive applications that use I/Os.

In this work, we propose a method for hiding the latency of I/O operations by using the futures abstraction. We provide better execution time guarantees using this method than prior work. We also implemented the algorithm in a practically efficient prototype library that runs on top of the Cilk-F runtime, a runtime system that supports futures within the context of the Cilk-Plus language, and performed experiments that demonstrate the efficiency of our implementation.

1 INTRODUCTION

With the prevalence of multicore processors, task parallelism has become increasingly popular. With task parallelism, the programmer expresses the logical parallelism of the computation and lets an underlying runtime system handle the necessary load balancing and synchronizations. Modern parallel platforms that implement task parallelism include but are not limited to OpenMP [21], Intel TBB [15], various dialects of Cilk [12, 16, 18, 19] and Habanero [7, 10, X10 [11], and the Java Fork/Join framework [17]. These platforms often schedule parallel computations using work stealing, which provides provable bounds on execution time [5, 6, 8, 9], good space bounds [9], good cache locality [3, 4], and allows for an efficient implementation [13].

Research on task parallel platforms has traditionally focused on optimizing for compute-intensive and throughput-oriented applications, such as ones found in the domain of high-performance and scientific computing. Multicore processors have become commonplace and are used in personal computers and servers, however, and a fundamental component of desktop software is its frequent interactions with the external world, done in the form of input/output (I/O), such as obtaining user input through key strokes or mouse clicks, waiting for a data packet to arrive on a network connection, or writing output to a display terminal or network.

The classic work stealing algorithm does not account for I/Os. I/O operations are typically done via low-level system libraries (e.g., the GNU C library) or through system calls provided by the Operating System (OS). While one can directly invoke functions provided by these libraries within a task parallel program, doing so has performance implications. In particular, when a worker thread — surrogate of a processing core managed by the scheduler — encounters an I/O operation, it can block for an extended period of time, leaving one of the physical cores underutilized.

In this work, we design a scheduler that hides the I/O latency — when a worker encounters a blocking I/O, it suspends the current execution context and works elsewhere in the computation. When the I/O completes, some worker (not necessarily the worker that suspended it) picks up the suspended context and resumes it. Moreover, the programming model seamlessly integrates both blocking and nonblocking I/Os into the task parallel programming model. Finally, the scheduler provides provably good performance bounds and efficient implementation.

As far as we know, only one prior result provides a provably efficient scheduling bound of task parallel programs with I/Os. Müller and Acar [20] present a cost model for reasoning about latency incurring operations (such as I/Os) in task parallel programs. In their work, given a computation with work $T_1$ — the total computation time on one core — and span$^2 T_{oo}$ — the execution time of the computation on infinitely many cores — the scheduler executes the computation in expected time $O(T_1/P + T_{oo}U(1 + \lg U))$, where the $U$ is the maximum number of latency incurring operations that are logically in parallel. Their bound is latency-hiding in that, the latencies of I/O only appear in the span term and not the work term. If no latency-incurring operations are used, their bound is asymptotically equal to the standard work-stealing bound of $O(T_1/P + T_{oo})$.

In this work, we improve the latency-hiding bound by using a scheduling algorithm based on ProWS [22], a recently developed work-stealing scheduler that efficiently supports futures. We implement I/O operations seamlessly within task parallel code using futures while getting nearly asymptotically optimal completion time. In particular, our latency-hiding scheduler provides an execution time bound of $O(T_1/P + T_{oo} \lg P)$ in expectation; this bound is independent of the number of I/Os in the system. Compared to the standard work-stealing bound, it has an additional term of $\lg P$ on the span term. This implies that while the standard work-stealing

---

1Low-level system support for asynchronous (non-blocking) I/O exists, but resuming the context on getting the I/O completion (typically a signal) can be complex.

2The term span is sometimes called “critical-path length” and “computation depth” in the literature.
scheduler provides linear speedup when \( T_1/T_0 = \Omega(P) \), our scheduler provides linear speedup when \( T_1/T_0 = \Omega(P \log P) \). ProWS has the same bound, but the analysis does not directly apply here due to the latency of the I/Os. We extend ProWS's bound to futures with I/Os.

The high-level intuition on why using futures to do I/Os and then using ProWS to schedule these futures provides better bounds is as follows: The work-stealing algorithm by Muller and Acar is *parsimonious* — a worker never steals unless it runs out of work to do. In contrast, ProWS's and our work-stealing algorithm is *proactive* — whenever a worker encounters a blocking I/O operation, it suspends the entire execution context and finds something else to do by work stealing. This behavior may seem counter-intuitive since it potentially increases the number of steal attempts. It turns out, however, that by carefully managing degrees, one can amortize the steal cost against the work term sometimes, thereby obtaining a better bound.

2 IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

Our prototype system, Cilk-L, is based on Cilk-F [22], an extension of Intel Cilk Plus [14] that supports futures and implements ProWS. In Cilk-F, when a function \( F \) spawns off a function \( G \) by prefixing the call with \( \text{fut-create} \), \( G \) may execute in parallel with the *continuation of \( F \). The completion of \( G \) is not tied to the lexical scope of \( F \), however. Instead, the \( \text{fut-create} \) returns a *handle* \( h \), with which the execution of \( G \) is associated. This handle \( h \) can later be used to ensure termination of \( G \) and retrieve the result of its computation. By invoking get on the handle, the control cannot pass beyond the get until the execution of \( G \) terminates and the future is marked as ready.

Cilk-L defines a special type of futures, called *IO futures*, which utilize the parallelism abstraction provided futures to schedule I/Os in a latency-hiding manner which is composable with the rest of parallel constructs supported in Cilk-F (\( \text{spawn}, \text{sync}, \text{fut-create}, \text{and get} \)). When a worker invokes an I/O operation using an IO future, a handle is returned, and the I/O can be done either *synchronously* by calling get on the handle immediately, or *asynchronously*, by calling get at a later time when the result is needed in order for the control to proceed. The I/O operations are managed using \( \text{epoll1} \) [1] in separate per-worker I/O threads, with each I/O thread pinned to the same physical core as its associated worker but on a different hyperthread context.

**Experimental setup.** We ran our experiments on a machine with two Intel Xeon Gold 6148 processors, each with 20 2.40-GHz cores, with a total of 40 cores. Each core has a 32 KB L1 data cache, 32 KB L1 instruction cache, and a 1 MB L2 cache. Hyperthreading is enabled. Each sockets has a 27.5 MB shared L3 cache. The system has 768 GB of main memory. Cilk-L and \( \text{map-reduce} \) are compiled with LLVM/Clang 3.4.1 with \( -O3 -flto \). We ran the microbenchmark with emulated delays of \( 1 \) ms, \( 5 \) ms, \( 10 \) ms, \( 50 \) ms, \( 100 \) ms, and \( 500 \) ms. We collected this data for various processor counts, and calculated the overhead caused by the I/O latency for each run relative to the execution time of \( \text{ideal} \) on the same number of processors. As can be seen in Figure 2, the I/O latency overhead was not more than 1.14x in this experiment.

Our microbenchmarks are identical to the benchmarks used by Muller and Acar [20], with the exception that Muller and Acar instead calculate the 30th Fibonacci number. We did, however, collect data with our microbenchmarks calculating the 30th Fibonacci number, and found that Cilk-L achieves speedup greater than 1443x on 30 cores when the simulated latency is 500 ms. In contrast, Muller and Acar [20] achieve speedups around 80x using the same configuration with a 500 ms latency. Note, however, that this indirect comparison may not be apples-to-apples, since their implementation is based on parallel ML, which has additional inherent overhead in memory management for functional programming.

3 CONCLUSION

In order to support modern desktop and server software, I/O operations should be supported as a fundamental component of task parallel platforms. We extend the scheduling algorithm in Cilk-F to incorporate the latency-hiding cost model, and show that with I/O latency, the algorithm can schedule the computation in time \( O(T_1/P + T_{\text{io}} \log P) \) on \( P \) cores, independent of the number of I/O operations active in parallel. This bound is an improvement over the prior state-of-the-art by Muller and Acar. Since \( \max \{T_1/P, T_{\text{io}}\} \) is a lower bound on the execution of this program on \( P \) processors, this bound is nearly asymptotically optimal except for the \( \log P \) overhead on the span.

We have developed Cilk-L by extending Cilk-F to support scheduling I/O in a latency-hiding way. By utilizing futures, one can perform asynchronous I/Os in task parallel code in a way that is composable with other parallel constructs, and this can be implemented efficiently.
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Figure 1: Pseudo code for our microbenchmark, distributed map and reduce.

```plaintext
Function distMapReduce(f, g, id, lo, hi)

n ← hi - lo

if n = 0 then return id; //return identity.
else if n = 1 then
    char buf[NBYTES]; //buffer for input data.
    fd ← openConnection(lo) / open network connection.
    io_Future fut ← cilk_read(fd, buf, NBYTES)
    get(fut);
    return f(buf);
end
else
    mid ← (lo + hi)/2;
    r1 ← spawn distMapReduce(f, g, id, lo, mid);
    r2 ← distMapReduce(f, g, id, mid, hi);
    sync;
    return g(r1, r2)
end
```

Figure 2: The execution times, in seconds, of map-reduce using Cilk-L with different latencies (ms is milliseconds). The values in parentheses are overheads relative to the corresponding T ideal, which runs the baseline of map-reduce on Cilk-F with (effectively) zero latency and incurs no system overhead for latency hiding.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>latency</th>
<th>T1</th>
<th>T3</th>
<th>T5</th>
<th>T10</th>
<th>T15</th>
<th>T20</th>
<th>T25</th>
<th>T30</th>
<th>T35</th>
<th>T40</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ideal</td>
<td>338.48</td>
<td>67.70</td>
<td>30.26</td>
<td>19.73</td>
<td>14.80</td>
<td>11.95</td>
<td>9.84</td>
<td>8.73</td>
<td>7.71</td>
<td>6.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 ms</td>
<td>344.86</td>
<td>69.02</td>
<td>32.63</td>
<td>20.87</td>
<td>15.12</td>
<td>12.35</td>
<td>10.39</td>
<td>9.00</td>
<td>7.99</td>
<td>6.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 ms</td>
<td>344.98</td>
<td>68.33</td>
<td>33.21</td>
<td>22.39</td>
<td>15.69</td>
<td>12.95</td>
<td>10.53</td>
<td>9.06</td>
<td>8.06</td>
<td>7.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 ms</td>
<td>345.02</td>
<td>66.38</td>
<td>34.17</td>
<td>21.47</td>
<td>15.79</td>
<td>12.64</td>
<td>10.40</td>
<td>9.38</td>
<td>8.11</td>
<td>7.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500 ms</td>
<td>345.38</td>
<td>69.61</td>
<td>32.05</td>
<td>21.19</td>
<td>15.79</td>
<td>12.69</td>
<td>10.77</td>
<td>9.60</td>
<td>8.61</td>
<td>7.52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>